Design the Future of Learning

Brain Storming Party
Let's celebrate learning!
Target group
All

Observation
Many times employees associate the term "learning" within work
with extra hours and boring seminars or conferences.

Conclusion
Companies must stimulate the professional growth of their
employees, transforming the individual and collective mindset
about the culture of learning. and why not spread this learning
culture in a novel and appealing way, transforming the learning
context.

Solution
This idea consist in holding periodic Brainstorming meetings in a
innovative way, under a celebrative context, and developing appealing and
emotional intern campaigns around this events
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How would you stage or advertise your hack?
the brainstorming parties will have a selected team to carry out an audiovisual record of the
event, and make a full report of all the aspects involved in the process, to be disseminated in the
company's internal comunication channels, from readings and formal contributions to best
jokes, games results, etc, These social events help people bond with others on the team who
they don’t interact with on a daily basis and builds a better sense of community, stimulating the
positive aspects of the work enviroment.
This will be a thematic event, related with the current project theme, there will be readings of
the year challenges, or multimedia material projections in a kind of celebrative meeting.
Alternative places will be the space to hold this meetings, such as a nearby bar or a park with
appropriate conditions.
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Creative's profile

Gustavo Moncada

Third party materials used
PRO

Graphic Artist

Merida, Venezuela

https://www.amazon.com/kitlife-net-KC2016-kitlife-planner2017/dp/B009YHWBTI
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-2381651-stock-footage-appdevelopment-simple-diagram.html

Creative's top 5 skills

https://www.pinterest.es/pin/98234835605509218

Photography, Packaging Design, Communication Concept, Textile
Design, Service Design

https://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/system/files/maths_gallery/IMG_7691.jpg
https://www.pinterest.com/coalesse/office-lounge-designs
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/506725395564217217
https://www.pinterest.com.mx/gregbfrank/space
https://www.istockphoto.com/es/fotos/gente-de-pie
https://www.flaticon.com/packs/in-the-beach
https://www.futurespace.es
https://es.123rf.com/photo_81523823_mundo-conectado-concepto-dered-social.html
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